
Cave at Lascaux, France, “Hall of Bulls” 

15,000-13,000 



PREHISTORIC (Stone Age):

before history (or before written 

records)

Divided into 3 periods:

Paleolithic: Old Stone Age –

(started about 2 million years ago)

Mesolithic: Middle Stone Age –

(started over 10,000 years ago)  

Neolithic: New Stone Age – (from 

7000 B.C. to 2000 B.C)  



Venus of Willendorf , c. 30,000 - 25,000 BC 

Among the earliest pieces 

of prehistoric sculpture 

that has been found is the 

Venus of Willendorf. It is 

made out of limestone, and 

measures around 11 cm, It 

was found in lower Austria. 

The female reproductive 

anatomy has been 

exaggerated, and 

therefore experts think it 

is likely that it represented 

a fertility symbol, perhaps 

carried by a male 

hunter/gatherer as a 

reminder of his mate back 

home. 

Of the 200+ Paleolithic figurines that have been found, not one of them 

represent a male. 

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/s/images/stoneag_willendorf.lg.jpg


Cave at Lascaux, 

France, "Hall of 

Bulls", 15,000-

13,000 BCE, 

fresco and found 

relief includes 

paintings of 

bulls, horses, 

deer, bison, etc. 

The Hall of Bulls is 

considered among the 

most exquisite and well-

preserved examples of 

prehistoric culture. 

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/s/images/stonag_lascauxhall.lg.jpg
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/s/images/stonag_lascauxhall.lg.jpg


The images utilize 2 primary methods of drawing: solid shapes and 

contour.  Notice the overlapping of the contour lines on top of the solid 

shapes.  Historians think the solid shapes were drawn first and the 

contour lines may have been drawn centuries later.  



Bird Figurine 22nd-

21st millenium BC 

Mammoth ivory 

H 10.03 cm 

Female 

Figurine

22nd-21st 

millennium 

BC 

Mammoth 

ivory, H 

4.2 cm 

Malta 

settlement,

Siberia 



Painted pottery twin-jar

Yangshao Culture（c. 

4000-7000 years ago）

Unearthed at Zhengzhou, 

Henan

Height: 20cm

This jar is used for drinking wine. Two people, each 

holding one side of the jar, would drink simultaneously. 

This custom still exists in certain minorities today, 

symbolizing friendship, unity and love.



Carved Petroglyph 

(fragment)

Lake Onega 

4th-3rd millennium BC 

Granite 

L 308 cm, w 240 cm

This piece of rock has over sixty chipped drawings on it: 

figures of men, deer, elks, birds, boats with people in 

them, circles and semicircles with long projections. Many 

attempts have been made to decode the petroglyph. Some 

think that the images record the annual economic cycle of 

the ancient inhabitants. Others regard the drawings as 

mythological scenes connected with sun worship (circles 

and semicircles) and the cult of ancestors (boats with 

men). 



STONEHENGE

Post (vertical form) and Lintel (horizontal form) Construction

One of the most famous surviving Neolithic-style building 

structures.  It is also one of the earliest surviving 

examples of public architecture in Northern Europe

England, Stonehenge, c. 2,500-1,500 BCE



England, Stonehenge, c. 

2,500-1,500 BCE, stone, 

162 inches high, and 

located 330 feet above 

sea level on the chalk 

down land of Salisbury 

Plain, about 80 miles 

west of London near the 

town of Amesbury. 

What does it mean?

It may have been a temple for worshiping a sun god 

or an observatory for studying the movements of the 

sun and moon.  A line that runs through the center 

aligns with a point on the horizon where the sun rises 

on the day of the summer solstice.  It is also possible 

that it could have been used as some type of 

calendar


